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Athens State University is the oldest institution of higher learning in Alabama.  

Established in 1822, Athens services approximately 3,600 students, all of whom 

are juniors or seniors.  The university’s focus is providing the final two years of 

education for students’ four-year degrees.  

The average Athens student is 29 years old, and many have children or work full 

time.  Online learning is another common characteristic.  For students enrolled in 

Fall 2010, 84% were taking at least one class online and 49% take all their 

classes over the web.

Athens began using Tegrity in 2005 as a way to record lectures, old and new.  The 

goal was to improve access to course material such that students could study when, 

where and how they wanted.  Today, over 300 Athens classes across majors use 

Tegrity.

Tegrity Contributes To Student Achievement
Tegrity lecture capture technology helps Athens maintain its accreditation by 

ensuring that students who attend live and/or online classes get an equally valuable 

learning experience.  But Tegrity’s impact doesn’t stop there.

Tegrity’s focus on student learning helps make study time more efficient, as well.   

Athens students frequently use Tegrity’s bookmarking capability, which is a digital 

reminder of some aspect of a lecture that was unclear to the student. The book-

marked item can be accessed by a student for later review, or by a classmate who 

may be able to offer assistance.  Professors can also see the bookmarks, so they 

know what content students have questions about.  The benefit is evident in Athens 

student grades.
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The goal was to improve access to 

course material such that students 

could study when, where and how they 

wanted.  Today, over 300 Athens 

classes across majors use Tegrity.

Athens professors are also leveraging 

Tegrity as a tool for recording lectures 

that may be used weeks, months or 

years later, and for transferring library 

reserves, such as content from VHS 

and DVD recordings.

Every class, captured on or off campus, 

is automatically stored and indexed 

within the right course for enrolled 

students to access, so students can 

learn while at home, on the road, or 

between jobs and child day care shifts.
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“There’s a perception that students who learn online don’t get the same quality of 

education as students who attend classes in person, but that’s simply not true,” said 

Wendy Cowan, professor in the Physical Education department for Athens State.  

For a course on motor development aimed at students majoring in early childhood, 

elementary and physical education, Cowan collected midterm grades and analyzed 

the extent to which viewing a Tegrity session online affected students’ grades.  The 

midterm covered six chapters, and Tegrity videos were provided for three of them.  

The exam was worth 90 points.

For students who did not view any Tegrity content online, the average score was 

74.1.  However, for students who viewed two of the three Tegrity videos, the average 

jumped to 84.8.  And for those who watched all three videos, the average score was 

87.5—over 13 percentage points higher than for students who didn’t use Tegrity at 

all.

Tegrity Makes Online Learning Easier
Tegrity is ideal for the nearly 1,800 Athens students who attend class online exclu-

sively.  Because Tegrity is a web service, students can retrieve course material from 

any Internet-connected computer, as well as a variety of mobile devices including the 

iPod, iPad and iPhone.  Every class, captured on or off campus, is automatically 

stored and indexed within the right course for enrolled students to access, so 

students can learn while at home, on the road, or between jobs and child day care 

shifts.

Tegrity also allows students to make their own recordings.  For example, an Athens 

student that is required to give an oral presentation but cannot physically get to the 

classroom is able to record the presentation from their home using Tegrity.  The 

student’s voice and any audio or visual content he or she wants to share is captured 

by Tegrity and is instantly available to professors within the Tegrity application.

Tegrity makes teaching easier for traveling professors as well.  With Tegrity, profes-

sors can record a lecture from their office, home or any other location.  As long as 

the professor can login to the Tegrity application, any content (written, audio or 

visual) can be captured and recorded.  Professors can even webcast the lecture for 

students to watch live.

Tegrity Supports Athens Mission To Enrich the 
Student Experience
Using Tegrity, Athens professors can work through course material live and narrate 

entire lectures, making sometimes difficult subject matter easier for students to 

comprehend.  This is important in classes like accounting, in which the learning 

experience can be enhanced by sharing visuals such as general ledgers or spread-

sheets.

Athens students have responded positively to the use of Tegrity.  Feedback captured 

in end-of-course surveys and from exiting students suggests that students feel more 

connected to Athens, and benefit more from their college experiences, due to the use 

of lecture capture technology.  

“Tegrity is helping us to advance the technical knowledge of faculty and gives them a 

comfortable level of confidence in teaching online which closely matches how they 

teach in the classroom,” said Dr. Lee Cheek, Associate Vice President, Academic 

Affairs, Athens State.
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“Our initial requirement was 
to make online classes equal 
in content and value to 
in-class sessions, but Tegrity 
has become so much more. 
Tegrity allows professors to 
interface with online stu-
dents in a more personal 
way.”

Steve Clark, 
Coordinator, Learning Systems,

Certified Blackboard Learn GUI Administrator, 

Athens State

ABOUT TEGRITY
Since 1995, Tegrity has provided 

award-winning lecture capture 

solutions that improve learning 

outcomes, impact retention and 

increase enrollment at over 400 

educational institutions. Headquar-

tered in Santa Clara, California, Tegrity 

is led by a forward-thinking manage-

ment team dedicated to impacting 

education worldwide with the creation 

of advanced teaching and learning 

systems.

For more information:
Visit: www.tegrity.com/tegrity_demo/
Call: 1.800.411.0579 (option 4)
Email: salesusa@tegrity.com


